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DISCLAIMER 

Sersan Sistemas is a Spanish FinTech, located in the subarea WealthTech. What does WealthTech 

mean? The words 'Wealth' and 'Tech' come together to give rise to a new generation of financial 

technology companies seeking to create digital solutions to help transform the investment 

industry. 

Sersan Sistemas does not offer investment or trading advice, recommendations, or advisory 

strategies with respect to any security, group of securities, market segment or market as it is not 

authorized to do so. 

Sersan Sistemas provides the signals of its strategies to Tradeslide Trading Tech LTD a company 

regulated and authorized by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) of the United Kingdom under 

number FRN 586466 and SAPIENS MARKETS EU SOCIEDAD DE VALORES, S.A. a company 

regulated and authorized by the CNMV with official registry number 311 and tax identification 

number A10537348. Both companies operate under the Darwinex trademark. 

Darwinex uses the signals from Sersan Sistemas' strategies to inform the investable indices called 

Darwin SYO and Darwin OYS, which Darwinex offers to its clients as part of its discretionary 

portfolio management service in a managed account format. 

All Darwins' analysis and charts shown in this report use data published by Darwinex on its 

website. Darwins’ performance has a VaR/risk target of 6.5% monthly at 95%. Past performance 

of the Darwins does not guarantee future returns. 

This report is issued for informational purposes only and is not and should not be considered a 

recommendation to buy or sell. 
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SUMMARY OF SYO'S CAPITAL AND RESULTS 

 

 

 

Picture 1: Investors and capital accumulated in SYO Picture 2: Darwinia allocation at end-of-month SYO 

 

 

 

Picture 3: SYO historical returns 
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SUMMARY OF OYS' CAPITAL AND RESULTS 

 

 

 

Picture 4: Investors and capital accumulated in OYS Picture 5: Darwinia allocation at end-of-month OYS 

 

 

 

Picture 6: OYS historical returns 
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BENCHMARK INDEXES 

Benchmarks are used to compare the performance of an asset or investment, both in terms 

of return and risk. The two indices that we believe best reflect the style of each Darwin are 

these: 

1. The "Credit Suisse Managed Futures Liquid Index USD" is defined by its creators as an 

"index that seeks to gain broad exposure to Managed strategy (usually CTAs) using primarily 

systematic trading programs that rely heavily on historical price data and market trends such 

as equities, fixed income, commodities and currencies. CTAs do not usually have a particular 

bias towards a net long or short position in a particular market. The Managed Futures Liquid 

Index is also a factor within the Credit Suisse Global Strategies Liquid Index." 

In our opinion, this index reflects the philosophy of the Darwin SYO very well. 

The annualized return of this index over the last 5 years is +4.08%. However, since its 

creation (September 98) it has obtained a +6.92% annualized return. 

 

2. The "MSCI World Net Return USD" as a representative of global equities, as it includes 

mid- and large-cap companies from 23 developed countries. We use the Net Return 

version because it is the only type of index that faithfully reflects the performance of an 

investor who would have replicated the index, as it reinvests in the index the dividends 

paid periodically by the shares. 

In our opinion, this index reflects the philosophy of the Darwin OYS very well, although 

for simplicity's sake the S&P 500 Net Return would also be valid. 

 

Those regular readers will have noticed that we have updated the Benchmark from MSCI World 

Net Return EUR to MSCI World Net Return USD, as it was wrong to use the EUR version. Let us 

explain. Although we trade in US ETFs denominated in USD, OYS hedges the currency, which 

implies that the outcome of your trades is the same as that of the ETF issued in USD. We chose 

the EUR version, even before OYS existed, based on the fact that most investors invested in EUR, 

but that would make sense if you didn't hedge the currency. Hedging the currency, it is absurd 

to use the EUR version. 

We recommend reading the commentary in the report at the end, where we go more in depth 

on all this, but it is as easy as the previous one was not faithful to OYS trading, so it was mandatory 

to change it. Of course, all charts have been updated with the correct index. 
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CORRELATION ANALYSIS 

The Darwin SYO has been compared to a Managed Futures style index, which includes strategies 

other than conventional ones. These tend to have little correlation with conventional investment 

styles such as equities or fixed income. In other words, they are alpha-seeking strategies. 

The Darwin OYS has been compared to an equity index, i.e., a conventional index, which means 

that it aims to beat this index in terms of return/risk. If the strategies governing SYO seek Alpha, 

those governing OYS seek Beta, specifically Smart Beta. 

What does it mean that two assets have little or no correlation with each other? It means that 

they tend to move independently of each other. Correlation is measured between -1 and +1. 

Let's take a look at the correlations between these Darwins and the benchmark indexes 

discussed above: 

 

 

Credit Suisse Managed 

Futures Liquid Index USD 
MSCI WORLD NR USD 

SYO -0.088 +0.095 

Table 1: Correlation of monthly returns between SYO, MSCI World NR USD and Credit Suisse Managed Futures Liquid Index 
USD since Dec-2016 (Values between +1.00 and -1.00). 

 

 

SYO MSCI WORLD NR USD 

OYS +0.018 +0.640 

Table 2: Correlation of monthly returns between OYS, SYO and MSCI World NR USD since Jan-2021(Values between +1.00 
and -1.00). 

 

At the time of writing, SYO has an annualized return of +18.09% and OYS of -4.17%, both 

calculated and published on the Darwinex website at a maximum target risk of 6.5% VaR (95%) 

monthly.  
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CORRELATION IN PICTURES 

The previous section shows the mathematical correlations of each index and Darwin. Since the 

two Darwins have little correlation with each other, what would happen if we were to mix them? 

For didactic purposes only, we create a fictitious example index (white line) composed of 50% of 

the Darwin SYO and 50% of the Darwin OYS. We create the chart since we have OYS data, 

beginning of 2021. We rebalance monthly to always maintain a 50% weight on each Darwin. 

In picture 7 you can see the profitability obtained by each Darwin, next to the two reference 

indexes mentioned above and next to the fictitious index 50% /50 % since OYS public data has 

been available. 

The charts are based on data extracted from the Darwinex website. 

 

Picture 7: Cumulative monthly returns since Jan-2021 of Darwins SYO and OYS, MSCI World NR USD, Credit Suisse 
Managed Futures Liquid Index and the 50% SYO and 50% OYS fictitious index. 

 

While we still have little historical information, we can see in picture 7 what is implied by the two 

Darwins having little correlation with each other. 
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Picture 8: Drawdown obtained from previous monthly returns since Jan-2021 of SYO, OYS, MSCI World NR, Credit Suisse 
Managed Futures Liquid Index and the 50% SYO and 50% OYS fictitious index. 

 

This stabilizing effect is best seen in the monthly drawdown graph that can be seen in picture 8, 

although it will become clearer as the history increases. Note how the green line (OYS) and the 

magenta line (SYO) usually have drawdowns at different times. 

SYO historical charts 

Since we still have little data available of the Darwin OYS, we have decided to keep the previous 

charts we were publishing in the Darwin SYO reports, including the OYS data in them. This raises 

a problem, OYS and the rest of the assets start at a different time, so we had to decide at which 

point on the chart we would start OYS. A priori, starting it at 0 may seem the most logical thing 

to do, but we already have that information in picture 7 so it would not give us any new 

information. Therefore, we have decided to start the OYS line at the SYO line to compare the two 

Darwins with each other. 

This can be seen in picture 9. The white line has a dashed line segment and a solid line segment. 

The dashed segment corresponds to the period when there was no OYS and is therefore 
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constructed with 50% SYO and 50% MSCI World NET USD. While the solid segment is constructed 

with 50% SYO and 50% OYS. 

 

Picture 9: Monthly cumulative returns since Dec-2016 of the Darwin SYO, MSCI World NR USD, Credit Suisse Managed 
Futures Liquid Index and the 50% SYO and 50% MSCI line until OYS operational start (white dotted line), thereafter 50% 
SYO and 50% OYS. We start the OYS performance at the equivalent point of SYO for comparison. 

 

In picture 10 we have the historical graph of drawdowns with all the data since SYO has been in 

existence. 
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Picture10: Drawdown obtained from previous monthly returns since Dec-2016 of SYO, OYS, MSCI World NR, Credit Suisse 
Managed Futures Liquid Index and the fictitious line composed of 50% SYO and 50% OYS. 

 

This chart helps us to see the drawdowns with more perspective by having more history. The 

white line, which represents the 50% /50 % mix of the two Darwins, is the one with the 

lowest and shortest monthly drawdown among the 4 assets. The maximum drawdown 

calculated on the monthly returns of the MSCI World NR USD would be -25.42%, that of SYO -10.47%, 

that of OYS -26.27%, that of the CS Managed Futures Liquid Index USD -18.72% and that of the 50% / 

50% fictitious portfolio would be -9.87%.  
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SERSAN SISTEMAS' COMMENTARY 

As 2022 ends, it is time to take stock of the year. The Darwin SYO closes the month of December 

with a return of +1.60%, closing the year at +9.47%, while the Darwin OYS ends the month with 

a return of -5.24%, closing 2022 at -26.84%. 

Let's also review how the month and the year went for the major indices and Benchmarks we 

follow: 

• The "Credit Suisse Managed Futures Liquid Index USD" is the Benchmark that we 

believe best fits the trading that SYO wants to do. In 2022 it made +22.13%, a super 

year for this index, while in December it made -0.88%. In any timeframe we analyze 

we clearly beat it, except in this year where, not only have we not beaten it, but we 

have done much worse than it. We will discuss SYO trading in more depth later in the 

report, but the big difference between the index and SYO trading is commodities. 

Managed Futures strategies focus their trading on them, and we currently split it 

between Nasdaq and Gold. And just this year commodities have had a very trendy 

year, especially energy with some impressive rises. During the year, we have 

commented several times in the office that it has been a pity not to be able to trade 

NEMESIS in the CL due to liquidity problems, because it would have been a scandal 

what we would have achieved in recent years with that incredible range that has 

been marked between 0 (it traded below 0) and 120 dollars. Not having traded 

energy this year has had a great opportunity cost as it has been easy to get Alpha 

from them. 

• The other Benchmark we use in the reports is the "MSCI World Net Return USD". As a 

representative of global equities, it is the one that best fits what OYS wants to do. In 

the year it has done -18.14% and in the month -4.25%, so OYS has not beaten its 

Benchmark either, falling far behind it as well. It is true that this case still requires 

more nuances than the case of SYO. When we chose the Benchmark, we did it 

thinking in the long term, being aware that at the beginning it would not be so 

representative. As is well known, OYS trades at the moment with the Mercurio 

strategy, which can trade on QQQ, SPY, TLT and/or GLD. In other words, the only 

equity ETFs in which OYS can invest are SPY and QQQ. The S&P 500 Total Return 

index, which is the index that SPY replicates, is down -18.11% for the year (-5.76% 

in December) and the Nasdaq 100 Total Return, the index that QQQ replicates, is 

down -32.38% (-9.01% in December). As for the assets it uses defensively, TLT and 

GLD, they have defended little to nothing this year. TLT has fallen by -31.41% in 2022 

(-2.76% in December) including the coupons it pays each month. In other words, 
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long-term U.S. government bonds have fallen more than the SPY, falling very close 

to what the Nasdaq has fallen and completing the worst year in its history. GLD has 

left -0.81% in 2022, saving the year with the strong gains seen since November. GLD 

in December  

• has gained +2.93%. 

 

 Picture 11: Percentage chart showing the November performance of the 11 US SPDRs together with the SPY 
(white line).) 
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• American equities have had a high disparity in returns during 2022, which is logically 

reflected in the sectors, as we can see in picture 11, which shows the annual return 

(without dividends) of the 11 SPDRs together with that of the SPY, which is the white 

line. The best SPDR has been Energy, XLE, which has scored +57.60% and the 2nd 

best has been Utilities, XLU, with -1.51% while the worst has been Communication 

Services, XLC, with -38.22% and the 2nd worst has been Consumer Discretionary, 

XLY, with -36.82%. All of them excluding dividends. In fact, XLU will almost certainly 

have finished positive including dividends, as the 2022 Total Return close has not yet 

been published. In December all sectors finished in the red, the best was XLU, 

Utilities, with -1.30% and the worst XLY, Consumer Discretionary, with -11.64% in 

December, that's nothing. This disparity is also seen in the Dow Jones Industrials, the 

world's oldest stock index. In 2022 it has fallen "only" -6.86% in its Total Return 

version, while the Nasdaq has exceeded -30% as we have discussed. 

Europe has had a better year than the US although focused mainly on the last 3 

months of the year where it has swept the US indices, as can be seen in picture 12 

which shows the performance on a 100 basis of DAX, S&P 500 and NASDAQ 100 in 

TR versions since we collect this data, June 2021. The DAX TR closes 2022 with -

12.35% but if we convert it to $ for comparison, it has fallen -16.94%, less than the 

S&P 500, thanks to the recovery since September which is perfectly visible in picture 

12. 
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Picture 12: Chart comparing S&P 500 TR, NASDAQ 100 TR, and DAX TR on a 100 basis and in dollars. 

 

 

In short, if we compare the two Darwins with their Benchmarks, we get the impression that they 

have not had a good year, but later in the report we will go deeper into the operations of SYO 

and OYS to better judge how their year has been. 

Regarding the macroeconomic scenario, the year has been marked by the rise in inflation in a 

way not seen for many decades and the consequent rise in rates on both sides of the Atlantic. 

Practically everyone takes it for granted that economies will enter recession, as this is the will of 

the central banks, which have no other way of curbing the rise in prices. Prices can rise due to 

excess demand and/or reduced supply and rate hikes act mainly on the demand side, hence why 

central bankers are raising rates so fast. The US has suffered both types of inflation with clear 

signs of an overheated economy such as rising wages at full employment and there it does seem 

justified to raise rates quickly as they have done. Europe on the other hand has been affected to 

a large extent by supply problems, supply bottlenecks, the war against Ukraine which has caused 

more supply problems and food commodity problems and of course, the rise in energy such as 

gasoline. In Europe the benefit of raising rates is not so clear, so if the recession that everyone is 

announcing arrives, we will see how the ECB reacts. 

Evidently, markets will continue to keep a close eye on inflation expectations. The Fed's 

messages continue to be very hawkish, even warning that they are worried about the stock 

market going up, which generates selling pressure for the markets. Many authoritative voices 
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defend that inflation will be persistent. Not at current levels, but it will be very difficult to bring it 

down to the target of 2%. In short, the year begins with a lot of pressure on the macroeconomic 

side, although it is true that the markets discount expectations well in advance (it is said that they 

are usually 6 months ahead), so if inflation starts to fall sharply, this could be positively received 

by the markets. In addition, 2023 is the third year of the US presidential cycle and seasonally this 

year is the best of the 4. We will see.  

Strategies working in SYO 

Tough month for Apolo where the shorts did do their job and made outstanding returns, but 

most of the long sets suffered significant losses. One of the long sets ended positive, but the 

other three fell into the trap in the downturn that began on December 13 in the Nasdaq and lost 

too much. The short sets took advantage of this drop, but the losses of the longs took 

performance away from those shorts. In fact, APOLO as a whole, finishes flat for the month, what 

the shorts have gained the longs have lost. 
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Picture 13: Nasdaq Futures on a regular daily candlestick during December 2022 
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In picture 13 we can see that clear bearish bias of the month and it could be thought that in that 

context it is normal for longs to lose, but let's not forget that they may be closed and as we have 

mentioned, a long set has ended in positive. 

As for gold, great month for Nemesis. And frankly, looking at picture 14, it has been an incredible 

job. 

 

Picture 14: Gold futures 30-minute candlestick chart for December 

 

What gold swings! It has been a very difficult year for Nemesis and this chart perfectly captures 

what we have encountered. This month it was a headwind, but in these swings, you have to have 
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a bit of luck to get positive returns. All eight sets achieved positive returns, the longs, and the 

shorts, although the long sets stand out as the ones that carry the weight of the month's 

profitability in both Nemesis and SYO. 

Focusing on 2022, Apolo has been the heads and Nemesis the tails, contributing losses overall. 

Apolo gains on the shorts and loses on the longs, which can be considered normal, but it gains a 

hell of a lot more on the shorts than it loses on the longs. Nemesis in gold contributes slight losses 

on both sides. Neither the long sets nor the shorts have been able to make money despite this 

good December. Certainly, the intraday in gold has been very difficult to take advantage of, but 

just as we have made positive returns this December, we should also aim for positive returns for 

the year as a whole no matter how bad the intraday is. 

As we mentioned at the beginning of this commentary, the main difference between SYO and 

its Benchmark is that SYO only trades 1 commodity and on top of that it has reduced profits. 

However, the determining factor is not to trade Energy, which has been the "crazy" sector of the 

year and has had a lot of trend and volatility. 

Strategies working in OYS 

We started the month positioned in the stock market, something that did not seem a bad idea 

considering that December is usually a bullish month for equities if we look at history. However, 

this time it was the exception and December ended with clear losses in equities, with the Nasdaq 

falling by more than -9%. In the middle of the month, we switched to defensive positions, GLD 

and TLT, and one ended in positive and the other in negative, oh surprise. Both defended, in the 

sense of doing better than the stock market, but gold in addition to defending added profitability 

while TLT defended but subtracted profits. 

As for the year, the 4 strategies that make up Mercurio subtracted profitability, something that is 

not strange if we look at the returns that the assets we trade have had. Let's remember that OYS 

only trades the long side, it cannot go short, so it is impossible for it to win if everything falls. The 

best has been gold and the worst has been long-term fixed income, which is the main reason 

why OYS losses have exceeded -20%. SPY and QQQ also contributed losses, as is to be expected 

in such a bearish year, but the truth is that the stock market strategies have not done badly at all. 

Their level of losses is totally acceptable in this environment. 

Clearly, one could argue that it is our choice to use these defensive strategies and that if we had 

switched to liquidity instead, we would have had a better year. First of all, if we decided to use 

the 2 it was precisely to reduce risk since, in terms of risk, two positions are always better than 

one. We feared that the debt bubble could burst and that it would fall sharply if equities fell, but 

we did not expect such large falls in TLT. And secondly, in terms of financial security it is always 

better to be invested rather than in cash and that is why we ruled out the cash option. Let us bear 
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in mind that this year we have spent more time invested in GLD and TLT than in the stock market, 

i.e., if we had used liquidity as a hedge, the year-end return of OYS would have been better, but 

we would have spent almost 50% of the time in cash. 

We always like to remind in these reports that OYS is an equity Smart Beta that only trades on 

the upside and aims to beat equities over the long term in return/risk ratios. This year it is being 

more Beta than Smart, and we are not satisfied with its year, but we are sure that in the long term 

it will achieve its objectives. 

We would also like to take this opportunity to remind you that OYS hedges currency, i.e., its 

correct comparison is with US indices or ETFs, since its trades gain or lose what ETFs issued in 

USD lose. Darwin invests in American ETFs and hedges the currency in all its trades, which implies 

that it is neither benefited nor harmed by the EUR/USD exchange rate, its results come only from 

the trades it makes in the ETFs that are issued in dollars. 

Development 

The year starts with changes in Apolo for SYO. The new version is not trading yet, but the decision 

has already been made and in a few days, probably this week, the new sets that have already 

been in paper trading for days will start trading. In fact, it is a minor version change that was 

already designed many months ago and that we have taken advantage of to implement with the 

ordinary revision that we had in progress and that has meant a readjustment of the parameters 

in some sets after more than 1 year of bear market. Every time we review Apolo we are amazed 

by its incredible robustness. What a wonderful system. 

Nemesis is already under review and will also probably undergo a couple of configuration 

changes in session and money management, but it needs to be validated first and the work is 

halfway done. We will see, but in any case, it is not even a version change. 

On the other hand, it has also been decided to incorporate a third family of systems to SYO, an 

old acquaintance of our followers, Artemisa, although we had already mentioned it. In principle 

we wanted to do it already in futures, but we are going to talk to Darwinex to get more details 

about when we can move to futures and with that information we will decide if we wait for 

futures or not and, in which assets we will implement it. Later in the year we may introduce 

another family of systems, but we will talk about that later. 

Regarding OYS, Mercurio is not going to undergo any changes because we are confident in this 

configuration. Only the TLT strategy has not worked this year, but we do not think there is reason 

to believe that this will happen again, and, in any case, it is diversified with the GLD. The other 3 

strategies have not done badly considering the context. 
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What would almost certainly happen during this 2023 is that IRIS will enter trading, something 

you already know because we have been talking about it for months. It is still pending some final 

decision, but it is practically ready. We're really also waiting for a good time to introduce it which 

could come in the next few weeks or not. As long as OYS does not come out of the draw down a 

little bit we will not introduce major changes in OYS. Behind IRIS will be HERMES and then we 

will see. 

Conclusions 

2022 ended in positive for SYO and negative for OYS, a bit in line with the rest of the year. As 

you know, every Thursday at 18:00h we do a live on our Twitch channel in which we review the 

week and the news we have and, above all, we answer your questions. This is the channel 

address: https://www.twitch.tv/sersansistemas 

This past Thursday, January 5th, we already did a preview of this live report and commented 

that we were not satisfied with our year. We gave grades to the year of the two Darwins, to SYO 

we gave a 5-6 and to OYS a 4-5. Fair passes. These are bad grades; we aspire to excellence and 

beyond the annual result that is our assessment. 

There is room for improvement, and we will improve. We have been working harder than ever 

for weeks now to implement some changes. Others will be implemented throughout the year, 

but 2023 has to be a much better year than 2022. We have our work cut out for us. 

See you on Thursday on Twitch. 

Best wishes for 2023. 

 

December 31, 2022 

Sersan Sistemas 


